JACKSON COUNTY
Community Justice
Request for Proposal (RFP) for
Peer Support Services
Addendum 1
January 23, 2020
To All Prospective Bidders:
The following information is hereby made a part of the 2020 Request for Proposal
for Peer Support Services (RFP). The original documents remain in full force and
effect, except as modified by this addendum, which is hereby made part of the
RFP. Respondent shall take this addendum into consideration when preparing
and submitting its proposal.
RESPONSE TO SUBMITTED QUESTIONS:
GENERAL COMMENTS/QUESTIONS:
1. What is the population count at Parole and Probation?
RESPONSE: 2390
2. What is the population count to be served by Peer Mentors at Parole and Probation?
RESPONSE: Peer Mentors will be expected to provide services for individuals on a walk-in
basis or referral which could include a single service or ongoing services. For those that have
been referred for ongoing services please refer to RFP, Section II GENERAL INFORMATION Proposer and Peer Mentor Qualifications. “The successful Proposer will provide Peer Mentors
that will be responsible for a maximum of 20 individuals’ case management through a range of
services…”
Jackson County expects Peer Mentors to provide services in three separate dimensions:
•

Service Navigation: Four full-time Peer Mentors to carry caseloads of 20 individuals

•

Afternoon Drop-In Center: A team of extra-help peer Mentors to provide afternoon drop
in services and skills groups for 30 individuals per day.

•

Transition Center Resource Center: A team of extra-help Peer Mentors who will
provide skills groups and transition planning in the evening to individuals transitioning
back into the community from the Transition Center. This is expected to serve to 15-20
individuals per day at the Jackson County Transition Center.

3. Will the work with Peer Mentors be voluntary for the client, or will it be required?
RESPONSE: There will be a collaboration between the Parole/Probation Officer, the individual
on supervision and the Peer Mentor around participation. While it is anticipated that some of
the individuals will be reluctant to engage in services, the role of the Peer Mentor is to work with
the client to reduce those barriers and increase motivation. There is an absolute commitment to
safety however, and individuals who express hostility or pose a threat to the Peer Mentor will
not be required to participate.

4. On page 2, Foundational Principles for Peer Mentors, would you please clarify item
#3, “Voluntary?”
RESPONSE: VOLUNTARY according to SAMSHA, “Peer workers are partners or consultants
to those they serve. They do not dictate the types of services provided or the elements of
recovery plans that will guide their work with peers. Participation in peer recovery support
services is always contingent on peer choice.”
5. On page 5, Service Array, would you please clarify item j, “Volunteer Peer Mentors?”
RESPONSE: The Service Array section is intended as a list of possible recovery support
services or examples of the kinds of services that could be provided. The list does not include
all of the possible recovery support services that Proposer may provide nor is Proposer required
to provide every type. In this particular section, “Volunteer Peer Mentors” is a peer who is
volunteering their services, however, they should not be considered cost free labor. The
Proposer should be able to support the volunteer through recruitment, screening, selection,
orientation, ongoing training, ongoing supervision and recognition of their service work.
6. Will the following trauma-informed, dedicated spaces be made available for Peer
Mentors use at Parole and Probation: Common lounge area, group room with a
capacity for 20 people, and an office for each Peer Mentor?
RESPONSE: A group room with the capacity for 20 will be provided, a common drop in and
meeting space, and private rooms will be available for one on one meetings.
7. What days and hours of service will Peer Mentors be expected to be on site?
RESPONSE: Peer Mentors will be expected to be on site during regular business hours with
some evening hours to provide group facilitation.
8. Will we be able to use our technology with internet connection at Parole and
Probation without having to pay additional Jackson County technology costs?
RESPONSE: Jackson County will provide internet service for use by the Peer Mentors.
9. Is the expectation that Peer Mentor services be delivered only on site at Parole and
Probation or is transportation of clients to various other sites by Peer Mentors also
required?
RESPONSE: The expectation is that Peers provide transportation when necessary.
10. Will vehicle purchases be allowed in the budget?

RESPONSE: Funding sources allow for the purchase of vehicles.
11. Will a ramp up time for hiring and onboarding be allowed in the budget and timeline?
RESPONSE: Yes. Proposers should be prepared to provide services to a minimum of 60
clients by the sixth month of implementation, 90 clients by the ninth month, and will provide
services to a minimum of 300 clients each year as referred by the department, self-referred, or
engaged for services by Peer Mentors.

12. Is there an official page limit for the Proposal?
RESPONSE: Some sections may have specific page limits, however, there is no official page
limit for the Proposal. As an example, refer to RFP, section IV, Proposer Background. A brief
narrative (no more than one page) describing the Proposer’s history, accomplishments, primary
purpose and number of years in operation. An explanation of how the Proposer’s experience
and success demonstrates the ability to provide the expected services.
13. Should operational costs be included in the budget or will Jackson County be
providing office space? (occupancy, WIFI, computers, etc.)
RESPONSE: Jackson County Community Justice will provide WIFI, a dedicated, furnished Peer
Mentor room, access to private trauma-informed meeting spaces, group rooms, and access to
the Resource Center.
14. Will we be linked into the DOC400 or will we need to create our own system for
tracking participants?
RESPONSE: DOC400 will not be available for the Peer Mentor Program.
15. What kind of evaluation is the proposal referencing in Question B (7)?
RESPONSE: General outcome measures during the reporting period include, but are not limited
to the following; number of individuals served, number of new individuals served, number of
individuals who conclude support, does the individual feel their quality of life has improved, has
there been an increase in natural supports, do they feel they would return to a higher level of
care or a corrections setting if not for peer delivered services, number of continuing
education/training attended by Peer Support, number of workshops/groups/presentations
provided for individuals receiving peer services, etc.
16 Can the Peer Mentors refer individuals to employment services programs? Do you
have these services available on site?
RESPONSE: Peer Mentors may refer individuals to employment services. Community Justice
has one contracted employment developer available two days per week and the Resource
Center Navigators can assist with employment referrals, resumes, applications, identification,
and other assistance.
17. Is education or job training available and do you have a partnership with Community
College?

RESPONSE: Resource Center navigators can provide information regarding several programs
and funding options available at our local community college. They can also provide individuals
with contact information for the college staff who can assist them with the first steps of entering
into various programs offered on their campus.
18. Is there an agency that assists individuals with housing, transitional housing?
RESPONSE: The Resource Center community partners, Continuum of Care and ACCESS, are
available each morning between 7:00 am and 9:00 am to provide housing assistance. The
Resource Center Navigators can provide referrals to several agencies that assist with housing.
Jackson County also has transitional housing available within the Transition Center. Oxford
housing is available and supported.
19. What is the transportation system in the Rogue Valley?
RESPONSE: Rogue Valley Transportation District (RVTD) provides buses within the city of
Medford, Ashland, White City, Phoenix, Talent, Jacksonville, and Central Point. The have
single ride, day pass, 20 ride passes, and one month passes available for a fee. The buses run
from 5:00 am to 7:00 pm depending on the route.
20. Is Health and Wellness Support available such as smoking cessation?
RESPONSE: Local treatment agencies can provide some of these services.
21. Are parenting classes in the area?
RESPONSE: Yes.
22. Is childcare available for individuals in classes or programs?
RESPONSE: No.
23. What is the Recovery Capital Needs Assessment of Individuals, Families, and
Communities? (Section II, GENERAL INFORMATION, E. Service Array)
RESPONSE: The Service Array section is intended as a list of possible recovery support
services or examples of the kinds of services that could be provided. The list does not include
all of the possible recovery support services that Proposer may provide nor is the Proposer
required to provide every type. Recovery Coaching is one of the recovery support services
identified and within the core functions of a recovery coach the Recovery Capital Needs
Assessment is listed. The Assessment of Recovery Capital (ARC) is a brief self-administered
assessment of an individual’s internal and external resources that support the initiation and
maintenance of recovery. It can be used before, during, and after treatment to assess recovery
strength. The ARC consists of 50 items that assess recovery strength. The assessment is
broken down into 10 subscales: substance use and sobriety, global psychological health, global
physical health, citizenship, social support, meaningful activities, housing and safety, risk-taking,
coping and life functioning, and recovery experience.

24. Do you anticipate extending the bid due date?
RESPONSE: At this time we don not anticipate extending the bid due date.

25. What additional details are you willing to provide, if any, beyond what is stated in bid
documents concerning how you will identify the winning bid?
RESPONSE: At this time the bid documents and the responses to questions and the posted
RFP are the details that we are providing concerning how we will identify the winning bid.

26. Was this bid posted to the nationwide free bid notification website at
www.mygovwatch.com?
RESPONSE: No.

27. Other than you own website, where was this bid posted?
RESPONSE: The bid was noticed on the Medford Mail Tribune.

Additional addenda may be issued.

